Tigers are among the most charismatic of endangered species, yet little is known 32 about their evolutionary history. We sequenced 65 individual genomes representing 33 extant tiger geographic range. We found strong genetic differentiation between putative 34 tiger subspecies, divergence within the last 10,000 years, and demographic histories 35 dominated by population bottlenecks. Indian tigers have substantial genetic variation 36 and substructure stemming from population isolation and intense recent bottlenecks 37 here. Despite high genetic diversity across India, individual tigers host longer runs of 38 homozygosity, potentially suggesting recent inbreeding here. Amur tiger genomes 39 revealed the strongest signals of selection and over-representation of gene ontology 40 categories potentially involved in metabolic adaptation to cold. Novel insights highlight 41 the antiquity of northeast Indian tigers. Our results demonstrate recent evolution, with 42 differential isolation, selection and drift in extant tiger populations, providing insights for 43 conservation and future survival. 44 45 46 Introduction 47 Species are classified as endangered based on recent trends in their population 48 sizes and habitat quality (e.g. IUCN red list criteria, Mace et al., 2008). Endangerment 49 status spurs funding, conservation action, and management in an attempt to secure 50 species survival. Implicit assumptions underpinning risk category designations are that 51 recent demographic trends determine extinction probability and that loss of genetic 52 diversity and inbreeding in small populations compromises their fitness. Supporting 53 these assumptions, empirical, theoretical, and experimental studies suggest that 54 individual and population survival is contingent on genetic variability (Saccheri et al., 55 1998). Standing genetic variation in a population is determined by the interplay of 56 mutation rate, demography, gene flow/connectivity, selection pressures over time, and 57
large genomic sampling across populations for high statistical power and appropriate 70 techniques for detection of recent selection across the genome . 71
Recent advances in sequencing technology, growth of population genomic models, and 72 enhanced computing power have revolutionized our ability to read entire genomes, 73 allowing quantification of the sum total of genetic variation within individuals and 74
populations. 75
For several endangered species, whole genome re-sequencing has revealed low 76 Initial studies typically sequence high-coverage genomes of a few individuals, 85 often from ex situ collections or voucher specimens, to infer levels of variation. But to 86 better understand population genetics of endangered species, genome sequencing 87 efforts should be at larger scales and sample geographic landscapes comprehensively. 88
Broader sampling is made particularly challenging in wide-ranging endangered species, 89 especially those with geographic ranges spanning many international borders, where 90 both sampling permissions and population management strategies differ. 91
The tiger (Panthera tigris) is an iconic and charismatic endangered species that 92 once spanned 70 degrees of latitude. Between 2,154 and 3,159 tigers remain, now 93 occupying less than 6% of their 1900 A.D. range (Goodrich et al., 2015) . Despite this 94 recent range collapse, tigers still live across 11 Asian nations, and habitats that include, 95 for example, estuarian mangrove forests (the Sundarbans), dry deciduous forests (parts 96 of India), tropical rainforests (Malay Peninsula) and cold, temperate forests (Russian 97 Far East). Tigers were classified into four extant (and four extinct) subspecies (Nowell 98 and Jackson, 1996), while genetic and other data substantiated (e.g. Luo et al., 2004, 99 suggested an additional population group) or contradicted (Wilting et al., 2015, 100 suggested fewer population groups) this classification. Liu et al. (2018) recently 101 presented the first analyses of genome-wide variation using voucher specimens across 102 tiger range, and inferred relatively old divergences (~68,000 years ago) between 103 subspecies, and low subsequent gene flow (1-10%). However, their sampling of the 104 most populous and genetically diverse Bengal tigers was limited (in terms of habitats 105 and numbers of samples). Results 120 121
We sequenced genomes from 65 individuals (Figure 1 , Supplementary Table 1 ) 122 at varying coverage (4.2X-32.9X, median 14.4X). Our samples included wild-caught and 123 captive-bred tigers from four putative extant subspecies (Bengal, Malayan, Amur and 124 Sumatran, see Supplementary Table 1 for details). We were unable to sample the 125 South-China tiger (P. t. amoyensis), considered extinct-in-the-wild. While the South 126
China tiger is thought to be ancestral, Liu et al., 2018 suggested uncertainty about the 127 antiquity of this population, since mitochondrial genomes were similar to Amur tigers. 128
In order to better understand genome-wide variation and call variants reliably, we 129 first improved the tiger genome assembly using the 10X Genomics Chromium Platform 130 statistics (Bradnam et al. 2013 ), this improved assembly corresponded to a 3.5-fold 132 increase in the contig N50 value to 1.8 Mb and a 2.5-fold increase in the scaffold N50 133 value to 21.3 Mb (as compared to Cho et al. 2013 ; Supplementary Table 2 ). In addition, 134 the resulting assembly had ~1% fewer ambiguous bases across all scaffolds 135 Table 2 ). Details of samples used for various analyses are in 136 Supplementary Table 3 . 
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Population structure and genetic variation 144
We investigated the partitioning of range-wide tiger genomic variation using 
151
Colors in PCA denote individuals from each population as identified by clustering in ADMIXTURE.
153
Model-based ADMIXTURE analyses suggested that genetically distinct 154 populations are concordant with earlier definitions of subspecies (as also suggested by 155 Branching patterns in a population structure tree ( within Bengal tigers, with the northeastern population being the most distinct, followed 207 by subdivision of south Indian tigers, a central and northern Indian tiger group, and a 208 north-western Indian tiger group, similar to the PCA results described above. 209
We compared genome-wide variability between tiger subspecies/subpopulations 210 to other cats (N=7) and endangered species (N=8, including endangered cats). Tigers 211 had relatively high species-level genetic diversity ( Supplementary Figure 7) . However, 212 different tiger subspecies (Amur, Bengal, Malayan, and Sumatran), or individuals from 213 the same subspecies had different levels of SNV diversity. In other words, some 214 individuals were more homozygous on average than others, even within a subspecies, 215
suggesting that a voucher specimen-based approach to estimate extant diversity might 216 provide an incomplete picture. 217
Bengal tigers had the highest nucleotide diversity ( Supplementary Table 6 Simulated site frequency spectrum (SFS) based on coalescent modeling allowed 230 us to investigate subspecies divergence, population size changes, as well as gene flow. 231
The best fit scenarios supported a very recent (Holocene) divergence of all tiger 232 subspecies ( Figure 3 ) from an ancestral population. Simulations supported a very 233 strong bottleneck occurring around 234,000 years ago, with most remaining lineages 234 coalescing rapidly, consistent with a speciation event. This timing was consistent with 235 signatures of population decline in the PSMC analysis ( Supplementary Figure 9) . 236
Existence of a large (theoretical) Asian metapopulation of tigers was followed by 237 recent divergences between all four subspecies and between populations within the 238 subspecies, including those within India. The best-fit scenario supported subspecies 239 divergence in the Holocene between 7,500 and 9,200 years ago (i.e. 1,500 and 1,840 240 tiger generations). Sumatran tiger divergence correlates with sea levels rise (Heaney, 241 1991) and separation of the island of Sumatra (but we imposed that this divergence 242 post-date the last-glacial maximum, i.e. 18,000 years ago or younger). Estimated 243 migration rates were very low, with all populations receiving fewer than one migrant per 244 generation; populations have been quite isolated since their initial early Holocene 245 divergences. Additionally, we found that Sumatran and Bengal populations show 246 evidence for signals of a founding bottleneck, but Amur and Malayan populations do 247 not. Both Sumatran and Amur tigers also showed evidence of strong recent bottlenecks. 248
We further modeled the divergence within Bengal tigers into four populations: 249
Northwestern India, central India, southern India, and northeastern India. Because PCA 250
and Netstruct suggest that central and north Bengals are a single population (and north 251
Indian tigers were not sequenced at high enough coverage), we did not include them in 252 demographic analyses. We assessed the robustness of the northeastern population 253 being a part of the Bengal subspecies. In order to do so, the northeast population was 254 modelled as an independent subspecies, and allowed to diverge directly from the Asian 255 metapopulation. However, such a model is a poorer fit to the data than if northeast 256 shown in the inset map), still receiving some gene flow from the ancestral (theoretical) 277
Bengal metapopulation. Founder effects at separation times were modelled as 278 instantaneous bottlenecks with intensities (t/2N, reported in black and white text 279 respectively), and represented as horizontal lines with widths inversely proportional to 280
intensity. Recent population contractions were also implemented as instantaneous associated 95% CI of all parameters are reported in Supplementary Tables 7 and 8 . 290 291
Genome scans for selection 292
We investigated how genetic patterns might have been impacted by natural 293 selection in the four tiger subspecies (Amur, Bengal, Malayan, and Sumatran). We We observed little difference between transcribed and non-transcribed regions in 316 mPBS distributions, suggesting no strong differential impact of background or positive 317 selection in tiger coding regions (Supplementary Figure 11 ). Both tails of the distribution 318 were enriched (we did not filter for mutation types), possibly caused by biased gene 319 conversion (Supplementary Figure 11 ). Average mPBS values were higher when 320 considering only individuals with average coverage > 10X than when comparing fewer 321 individuals with highest coverage (Supplementary Figure 11) . 322
Overall, the mPBS distribution obtained under the neutral demographic model 323 ( Figure 4 ) fit very well with the observed distribution ( Supplementary Figure 11) , 324
implying that most observed differences between populations could be explained by 325 their demographic history. We predicted high mPBS values in Amur tigers and 326 Sumatran tigers where small effective sizes would yield high levels of genetic drift, but 327 the observed values are even higher than those expected (Supplementary Figure 12 Amur and Sumatran tigers, respectively) were found within these top 0.1% regions. We 342 identified 15 statistically significant Gene Ontology (GO) terms in Amur tigers, and 5 in 343
Sumatran tigers ( Table 1) . Out of the 15 GO categories identified, 4 have an unspecific 344 function and the 11 others are involved in lipid processing and metabolism (Table 2) . 345
The genes responsible for the enrichment in fat metabolism-related GO terms 346 were all included in the Cellular lipid metabolic process (GO:0044255). These included, 347 Understanding the distribution of adaptive variants could be important for future 511 conservation efforts, especially if priority were placed on preserving these cold-adapted 512
populations. 513
Sumatran tigers appear to have experienced strong genetic drift following 514 vicariance from mainland south east Asia, maintained a smaller effective population 515 size, and have experienced a strong recent bottleneck. Sumatran tigers also appear to 516 harbour some signatures of selection in their genomes. Liu et al., 2018 suggested 517 selection for body size that targeted the ADH7 gene, we did not detect any signature of 518 selection at this locus in our Sumatran samples. However, we identify alternative 519 candidate genes that can be involved in body size, such as the genes found in the 520
Regulation of anatomical structure size GO term (Table 1) used genome scans that did not incorporate demographic history. We caution that it is 524 difficult to truly distinguish among all population genetic processes, especially selection, 525 without more data, and assignments of GO categories designed from model organisms 526
are only a substitute for more definitive tests of selection. 527
We did not detect signatures of selection or extensive gene flow into Malayan 528 and Bengal tiger genomes, suggesting genomic variation impacted primarily by drift. 529
Indian tigers appear to have experienced intense founding events, intense recent 530 bottlenecks, and population structuring, suggesting a relatively stronger role for drift 531 (compared with Malayan tigers) in shaping genome-wide variation. 532 533
Conservation implications 534
Our analyses suggest that tigers have recently differentiated into subspecies with 535 unique gene pools, and contrasting histories of drift and selection make each of these 536 four putative subspecies evolutionarily unique. We present preliminary information on 537 selection that warns of potentially serious negative consequences of exchanging 538 individuals between populations of separate subspecies. Our analyses suggest that 539 introgression from other gene pools into Amur and Sumatran tigers could result in 540 outbreeding depression and/or loss of their unique adaptations. Similarly, using source 541 populations from a different subspecies for reintroduction efforts, as has been proposed 542 Supplementary Table 1 . 566 567
Reference assembly sequencing and de novo assembly 568
We received whole blood from a wild born Malayan tiger (P. t. jacksoni) sampled 569 by the El Paso zoo, Texas on 7/28/2016, collected as part of a routine health checkup. 570
We immediately froze the sample at -80ºC until it was shipped on dry ice to the Barsh 571 lab at HudsonAlpha for extraction and delivery to the Genome Services Lab (GSL) at 572
HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology, Huntsville, Alabama. DNA was extracted and 573 purified using the Qiagen MagAttract HMW DNA kit. GSL staff prepared a linked-read 574 sequencing library using the Chromium controller. The library was sequenced on one 575 lane of a HiSeqX. We assembled the genome using the SuperNova assembly software 576 (1.1.4) provided by 10x Genomics using the standard pipeline. We refer to this 577 assembly as Maltig1.0 hereafter. 578
579
Whole Genome Re-sequencing 580
We extracted DNA from samples using the Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kits 581 (Catalogue #69504) and quantified DNA concentrations with the Qubit dsDNA HS assay 582 kit (Q32851). As a number of our samples yielded very low amounts of DNA (< 1 ng), 583
we used an approach that scales down the input reagents from an Illumina Nextera kit 584 (Baym et al. 2015) . Genomic libraries were run on a 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent 585
Technologies using High Sensitivity DNA Chips (Catalog #5067-4626) to determine the 586 quality, quantity, and fragment size distributions. Libraries were sequenced on Illumina 587
HiSeqX, HiSeq 4000, and HiSeq 2500 for between 5-25x coverage using paired-end 588 2x150bp reads (Supplementary Table 1 ). 589 590
Variant Discovery 591
We trimmed reads prior to mapping with TrimGalore (Krueger 2015), then 592 mapped reads to the Maltig1.0 reference genome using BWA-MEM (Li 2013) and 593 sorted and indexed using SAMtools (Li et al. 2009 ). We marked duplicate reads with the 594 Picard Tools `MarkDuplicates` command (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard). We then 595 We first investigated admixture and structure between populations using Plink2 604 (Chang et al. 2015) . We used VCFtools to filter the initial variant call file using 'max-605 missing 0.95' and 'maf 0.025' to remove sites with missing data and rare variant calls. 606
We then converted to Plink's '.ped/.map' format using VCFtools, and subsequently 607 converted to '.bed/.bim/.fam' format within Plink2 using the flag '--make-bed'. PCA was 608 then run on the resulting bed file using the flag '--pca 10' which computes the variance-609 standardized relationship matrix. PCAs were then plotted using R. For smaller runs an 610 additional step was added within Plink2 to first calculate the frequencies using the flag '-611 -freq'. Subsequently, PCA was run using the '--pca' flag and inputting the frequency file 612 using the '--read-freq' flag. We used this protocol on the vcf with all individuals and 613 subsequently, we divided the vcf into the putative subspecies for within subspecies 614
runs. 615
The program ADMIXTURE was used to infer structure between populations and 616 inform clusters which represent populations with distinct histories (Alexander et al. 617 2009). ADMIXTURE uses maximum likelihood-based models to infer underlying 618 ancestry for unrelated individuals. We used the filtered dataset (VCFools max-619 missingness cutoff of 95%, minor allele frequency cutoff of 0.025) and resulting Plink 620 formatted files for input into the software. In order to infer the most likely value of K, 621 values of 2-8 were run. We also performed K validation in order to compute the cross-622 validation error for each value of K, by using the '--cv' flag within the program. The value 623 with the least error is informative of the best value of K for the data. 624
The program NetStruct_Hierarchy was used to construct a population structure 625 tree (PST), representing hierarchical population structure (Greenbaum et al. 2019 ). The 626 genetic-similarity network was constructed from the same data used for ADMIXTURE 627 and PCA. To construct the PST, edge-pruning of the network was conducted by 628 incrementing the edge-pruning threshold by increments of 0.0001, and conducting 629 network cluster detection until reaching clusters of size 3 (the smallest possible cluster 630 size). 631 632
Rarefaction analysis 633
To ensure that our data was reflective of the diversity within each subspecies/unit 634 as defined by ADMIXTURE, we used the program ADZE (Szpiech et al. 2008) . ADZE 635 runs a rarefaction analyses on polymorphism data in order to estimate the number of 636 alleles private to any given population (not found in any other population), considering 637 equal-sized subsamples from each input population. In addition, the program calculates 638 distinct alleles within each population. We calculated the private alleles across the four 639 main populations/sub-species as designated by the ADMXITURE software, in addition 640 to the distinct alleles within each of the four populations individually. 641 642
Population differentiation and diversity 643
We calculated pairwise F ST between each subspecies group as defined by 644 ADMIXTURE using VCFtools. Variant call data was subdivided into sub-species based 645 on PCA (Bengal, Sumatran, Amur, and Malayan as subgroups) and was used to 646 compute pairwise F ST between each group. Nucleotide diversity (π) was calculated 647 using VCFtools. 648
In order to detect the number of single nucleotide variants (SNV), the data were 649 filtered using VCFtools (Danecek et al. 2011 ) to a minimum base quality of 30, genotype 650 quality of 30 and depth 10. We additionally filtered for minor allele frequency of 0.025 651 and allowed a maximum 5% missing data in any loci. RTG tools 652 (https://www.realtimegenomics.com/products/rtg-tools) vcfstats was used to calculate 653 the total number of heterozygous SNP sites for each individual. These values were then 654 plotted alongside comparable estimates for other species reported in Abascal et al 655 (2016) . 656 657
Ancient demographic history 658
Pairwise sequentially Markovian Coalescent (PSMC) (Li and Durbin, 2011 ) is a 659 single genome method to detect historical effective population size. In order to estimate 660 historical population size changes for the different subspecies, we removed sex 661 chromosome scaffolds for AMU1, MAL1, SUM2 and BEN_SI3 (the highest coverage 662 individual for each subspecies). The procedures for sex chromosome filtering can be 663 found in the supplementary text. Additionally, sites with a minimum of half the average 664 sequencing depth or twice the average sequencing depth were filtered out while calling 665 variant sites. The resulting scaffolds were then used to estimate the effective population 666 size across 34 time intervals as described in Li and Durbin (2011) . 100 rounds of 667 bootstrap replicates were performed. 668 669
Demographic history with SFS and coalescent models 670
Demographic models 671
Data filtering procedures for the demographic models can be found in the 672 Supplementary Table 3 ). We modeled the four-subspecies as belonging to a large 681 Asian metapopulation, from which they would have diverged some time ago while still 682 receiving some continuous gene flow from the metapopulation. Note that this continent-683 island population structure amount to modeling a set of populations having gone 684 through a range expansion (Excoffier 2004) . We assumed that each of the four 685 subspecies could have gone through two distinct bottlenecks, one that would have 686 occurred at the time of the separation from the Asian metapopulation, to mimic some 687 initial founder effect, and one that would be recent to mimic habitat deterioration. We 688 also assumed that the Asian metapopulation could have gone through an ancestral 689 bottleneck sometime in the past. 690
The second step used estimated parameters in a more complex model including 691 the specific demography of four Bengal tiger populations (24 new additional 692 parameters). To this aim, as in the previous analysis, we selected individuals with the 693 highest coverage (>20X) from each population (see Supplementary Table 1 , samples 694 used represented in Supplementary Table 4 ). No individuals from BEN_NOR were 695 included as their coverage was low and they are part of the same genetic cluster as 696 BEN_CI. In order to correctly estimate the relationship between these populations and 697 the other subspecies, we also included 3 MAL individuals in this analysis. The new 698 model included all the parameters from the previous model, fixed at their previously 699 estimated values, except some parameters re-estimated for the BEN_SI population, 700
which was now assumed to have diverged from an Indian metapopulation at some time 701 in the past, like the other three BEN populations. We also estimated the size and the 702 divergence of the BEN metapopulation from the Asian metapopulation. We allowed the 703 sampled BEN populations to have gone through two bottlenecks (an initial founder 704 effect and a recent bottleneck). The parameter estimated in these two steps are shown 705
in Supplementary Tables 6 and 7) and the resulting demography is sketched in Figure  706 where fsc is the fastsimcoal2 program and xxx the generic name of the input files. The 725
.est and .tpl input files used for inference on the two datasets are listed in the 726
Supplementary material. 727
Confidence intervals were estimated via a block bootstrap approach. We 728 generated 100 bootstrapped SFS by resampling (and adding) the SFS from 1 Mb 729 segments of concatenated non-coding segments along the genome, and for each of 730 these bootstrapped samples we re-estimated the parameters of the model using 10 731 fastsimcoal2 independent runs starting at the maximum-likelihood parameter values. 732
Again, we used 60 ECM cycles for each run and performed 500,000 simulations for 733 estimating the expected SFS under a given set of parameter values. The limits of 95% 734 confidence intervals were estimated by computing the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the 735 distribution of 100 maximum-likelihood parameter values. 736 737
Genome scan for selection 738
To detect the footprints of natural selection in different tiger subspecies, we 739 analyzed individuals with coverage > 10X from 4 subspecies (n = 34). We filtered out 740 genotypes with depth of coverage < 10 (DP) and genotype quality < 30 (GQ). We 741 excluded scaffolds shorter than 1 Mb. We kept sites with no missing data among the 34 742
individuals. 743
We considered the 4 subspecies as 4 populations and computed pairwise F ST 
762
This statistic assumes that each population diverged from a metapopulation 763 independently and that no migration occurred following divergence. It measures the 764 length of the branch leading to a given lineage since its divergence from the 765 metapopulation. Selection in a given lineage will lead to a much longer terminal branch 766 than under neutrality. This would translate to extreme mPBS values. 767
To compare observed mPBS values to expectations under the tigers' 768 demographic history, we simulated 1 million genomic windows using the demographic 769 model inferred previously. Window size and sample sizes for each population are the 770 same as in the observed dataset. Parameter values are fixed and correspond to the 771 maximum likelihood estimates (Table S7 ). Then, we computed the mPBS statistic for 772 each population to generate a null distribution. Observed and simulated distributions 773
were then represented to see whether observed values deviated from neutral 774
expectations. 775
To identify putative genes under selection, we considered predicted genic 776 regions of the tiger genome for which a homolog has been annotated using Exonerate 777 (protein2genome model). To avoid spurious enrichment signals due to the presence of 778 multiple homologs for a single gene, we kept only one homolog for each predicted gene. 779
If different homologs on the same strand overlap, we pick the first one and ignore the 780 others. We retained a total of 12,771 genes after filtering. 781
We also checked whether some Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Ashburner et al. considered as candidates if they overlapped with a window that was in the top 0.1 % of 785 mPBS value of a given population. The reference list of genes for the enrichment test is 786 set as the list of genes after filtering (12,771 genes). 787 788
Runs of Homozygosity 789
To estimate runs of homozygosity (ROH), we used the filtered SNPs from the 790 autosomal scaffolds. Individuals with more than 10x average coverage were grouped as 791 per subspecies. We used BCFtools/RoH (Narasimhan et al 2016) to estimate ROH. The 792 autozygous runs obtained were classified into various lengths (runs between 10kb and 793 100kb, runs between 100kb and 1 Mb, and runs longer than 1 Mb). Proportion of 794 genome in ROH for 1Mb was estimated as the total length of the genome in more than 795 1Mb runs divided by the total length of autosomal scaffolds. Similar calculations were 796 made for 100kb to 1Mb runs, and for 10kb-100kb runs except the length of the genome 797 longer than 1Mb and 100Kb were subtracted from total length of autosomes 798 respectively. 799 800
Estimation of ROH using sliding window approach 801
Within individual genomes, we identified ROH using the methods first 802 implemented in Pemberton et al. (2012) . For each of the four tiger populations, we 803 estimated the allele frequencies at each SNP using the observed allele frequencies for 804 the four populations in our data set. To identify ROH, we employed a likelihood method 805 a sliding window of n SNPs that moves along the chromosome in single SNP 808 increments. To ensure robustness in our results, we repeated the ROH identification 809 procedure with three values of n: 100, 250, and 700. Within each window, a log-810 likelihood score was computed for each SNP, comparing the hypothesis that the SNP is 811 autozygous to the hypothesis that it is non-autozygous, allowing for an error term that 812 accounts for mutation or genotyping error. As in Pemberton et al. (2012) , we set the 813 error parameter to 0.001. The overall score of a window is then the sum of the scores of 814 the SNPs it contains, with an observed homozygous SNP contributing a positive score 815 (unless the SNP is monoallelic in the population in question), and an observed 816 heterozygous SNP contributing a negative score (Wang et al., 2009) . 817
Following that, all windows with an overall score of 0 or greater were taken to be 818 in an ROH, with overlapping windows merged and considered as part of a single ROH. 819
The bp length of each ROH is taken to be the length of the interval between the its two 820 most extreme SNPs, including the endpoints. For the three values of n, we then plotted 821 the total length of ROH present in each individual, as well as the total length of long 822 ROH (≥ 1Mb) present in each individual ( Supplementary Figure 13) . 823 824 Acknowledgements 825
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